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A realization of Majorana fermions is proposed in the frustrated magnets via the topological prox-
imity effect. Specifically, we consider a theoretical model, where a topological insulator is coupled
to a frustrated magnetic material through the spin exchange interaction. Using the renormalization
group-based self-consistent mean-field approach, and calculating the self-energy correction due to
the topological insulator, we find that the spin texture and the spin-momentum locking of the Dirac
cone will be inherited by the spinons in the nearby frustrated magnets. This leads to a particular
topological state of matter that supports the Majorana excitations. Unlike the conventional realiza-
tion in SC systems, these Majorana fermions are the combination of spinons and anti-spinons, rather
than electrons and holes. They can participate in the transport of spinons, leading to nontrivial
properties of the spin transport.
PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn, 74.25.-q, 03.65.Vf
I. INTRODUCTION
Majorana fermions (MFs), which are their own anti-
particles, have attracted great interest in condensed mat-
ter physics due to their promising application in the fault-
tolerant quantum computation1,2. It is natural to de-
scribe the MFs using a fermion operator γ that is re-
lated to the electron operators ψ by γ = (ψ† + ψ)/2, so
that the γ† = γ. Since the Bogoliubov quasi-particles
of superconductor (SC) are combination states of elec-
trons and holes, SC constitutes the best platform to
realize MFs. Theoretically, many proposals have been
put forward: Read and Green investigated the px ± ipy
superconductor3, where the Majorana bound state was
suggested to exist in a vortex defect. Fu and Kane4
showed that px ± ipy-wave-like pairing may occur in the
surface of a strong topological insulator (TI) when an or-
dinary s-wave superconductor is nearby. Sau et al5 pro-
posed that two-dimensional semiconductor quantum well
can also support MFs, when both superconductivity and
magnetism are induced through the proximity effect6,7.
Besides, Majorana edge modes are shown to emerge in
one-dimensional (1D) semiconductor nanowire, which is
deposited onto a SC and with a perpendicular magnetic
field8,9.
The above proposals to realize MFs in realistic
materials are all based on superconductors. Therefore,
it is interesting to ask the question: is it possible to
realize the MFs without the help of any superconduc-
tivity? A seminal work of Kitaev10 demonstrated that
MFs can emerge in a particular frustrated magnetic
honeycomb model, indicating frustrated magnetic
system may be a possible substitution when certain
conditions are satisfied. In this work, we will give
a more general answer to this question, by resorting
to another type of quasi-particle excitations termed
spinons, which only carry the spin rather than the
charge degrees of freedom11. Spinons are the basic
excitations in the frustrated magnets or frustrated Mott
insulators12. Due to the frustration and the quantum
fluctuation, the magnetic orders are melted, leading
to non-symmetry-breaking quantum states. These
quantum states, termed as the quantum spin liquid
(QSL)13–16, remain disordered even at zero temperature,
and the elementary excitations they carry are the neutral
spinful fermions (spinons). Spinons are very similar
to electrons. They can enjoy a Fermi surface17,18 and
are generally accompanied by an emergent gauge field.
Besides, similar to the Landau Fermi liquid, they may
even develop instabilities after considering the interac-
tion and the effect of the emergent gauge fluctuation. A
typical instability is the formation of spinon pairs19,20,
leading to the Z2 spin liquid state
11,19. Experimentally,
some candidate materials13,21–23 have been discov-
ered, including 2D organic salts EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2
and κ− (BEDT− TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, herbertsmithite
ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2, as well as 3D hyperkagome lattice ma-
terial Na4Ir3O8. Moreover, the spin-charge separation
and the spinon excitation have been observed by the
ARPES measurement in 1D SrCuO2
24.
In the present work, we explore the possibility to real-
ize the MFs based on the spinon excitations, instead of
the Bogoliubov quasi-particles in SC systems. It is re-
vealed that, different from the conventional MFs which
are combination of electrons and holes, another type of
MFs can also be realized in the frustrated magnets, where
a spinon and an anti-spinon form a MF state. Specifi-
cally, we consider a theoretical model where a QSL layer
is in proximity to the surface of a 3D topological insula-
tor (TI). In order to explore the topologically nontrivial
state based on the spinons, we investigate the self-energy
2correction of the QSL due to the TI surface. It is found
that the TI Dirac cone and its associated spin texture are
transferred from the TI surface to the nearby QSL state.
This effect, termed as the topological proximity effect
(TPE), leads to the spinon-based MF (SMF) in the QSL
layer. In contrary to the MF in the SC systems3–9, the
SMFs are populated in the charge insulating QSL and
are composite states of spinons and anti-spinons, so that
they can play role in the transport of spinons, leading
to unusual spin transport behavior. To demonstrate this
point, we propose an experimental setup, where a two-
peak spin conductance pattern is obtained. This serves
as a clear experimental signature of the SMF.
The remaining part of this work is organized as fol-
lowing. In Sec.II, we introduce our theoretical model.
In Sec.IIIA, a renormalization group (RG) analysis is
performed in order to find out the most relevant order.
Based on the RG result, a self-consistent mean-field study
is presented in Sec.IIIB, where it is numerically found
that the spin-momentum locking is inherited by the QSL
state. To analytically account for this observation, in
Sec.IIIC we derive an effective Hamiltonian of the dressed
QSL state, taking into account the renormalization effect
of the nearby TI surface. In Sec.IV, the emergence of the
SMF along the Zeeman boundary is proved. Further-
more, an experimental setup is put forward, where the
calculated spin conductance is predicted to be a clear
signature for the SMFs. Last, more discussion and con-
clusion are included in Sec.V.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
To generate the Majorana fermions, three symmetries
are usually broken, i.e., the U(1) gauge symmetry, the
spin rotation symmetry and the time-reversal symmetry
(TRS). Similarly, in order to realize the concept of SMF,
we also need to break the three symmetries in QSL states,
where the spinons act as the important quasi-particle ex-
piations. All the known QSLs do not satisfy this con-
dition. For example, the chiral spin liquid breaks the
TRS while it respects the U(1) and spin rotation sym-
metry. Besides, the Z2 spin liquid violates the U(1) but
it preserves the TRS and spin rotation symmetry. How-
ever, considering that the Rashba interaction may further
break the spin rotation symmetry, it indicates a model
where a Z2 spin liquid is in proximity to a topological
insulator. If they couple to each other, one may expect a
simultaneous breaking of the U(1) gauge symmetry and
the spin rotation symmetry. Then, the Majorana fermion
may occur in a point defect or a domain wall where the
TRS is locally violated.
Due to the above consideration, we now put forward
a theoretical model, where a Z2 QSL layer is in prox-
imity to the surface of a strong topological insulator.
We assume that, despite the possible interaction be-
tween them, the two subsystems are spatially separated
so that measurement can be performed independently on
each layer. The total Hamiltonian includes three parts,
Htot = HTI + HZ2 + Hc, where HTI describes the TI
surface (lower layer)
HTI = vF
∑
k
c†
k
(z2)σ · kck(z2), (1)
where ck(z2) = [ck,↑(z2), ck,↓(z2)]
T is the two-component
spinor of the Dirac cone in the surface. We use z2 to
represent the lower layer. σ denotes the true spin degree
of freedom. We focus on the most interesting case where
the Fermi energy lies at the Dirac point. Since Eq.(1) is
the effective continuum model, a cutoff Λ is implicit in
the sum of k.
The upper layer of the Z2 spin liquid is described by
the Hamiltonian HZ2 , which can be derived from a the-
oretical model of the frustrated magnets HJ ,
HJ =
∑
ij
JijSi(z1) · Sj(z1), (2)
where we use z1 to represent the upper layer and the
spin-half case is considered. Eq.(2) has been extensively
studied16,25–28, and it is known that the strong frustra-
tion can give rise to the QSL state. Using the projected
symmetry group approach11, one can classify all the pos-
sible QSL states that are compatible with the symme-
tries of the Hamiltonian, among which the Z2 spin liquid
states are our main focus. Different types of Z2 spin
liquid states show different microscopic characteristic of
the mean-field ansatz, which are related to the local fluc-
tuation. In the long wavelength limit, the Z2 spin liq-
uids share common property such as the emergence of
a spinon pairing term. Now we are going to derive an
low-energy effective mean-field Hamiltonian for a typical
Z2 spin liquid
11,29–31.
First, we use the Schwinger fermion representation,
Si = f
†
iασαβfiβ , with fi,↑/↓ being the spinon opera-
tor, together with the Hilbert space constrict condition.∑
σ f
†
iσfiσ = 1, which requires that there is only one
spinon for any site i. The layer notation z1 is not written
for the purpose of brevity. Inserting this representation
of spins, we obtain
HJ =
∑
ij
−
1
2
Jij(f
†
iαfjαf
†
jβfiβ +
1
2
f †iαfiαf
†
jβfjβ). (3)
Now let us introduce expectation values of f †iαfjβ and
fiαfiβ ,
ζij = −2ǫαβ〈fiαfjβ〉, (4)
χij = 2δαβ〈f
†
iαfjβ〉, (5)
where ǫαβ is the Levi-Civita symbol, and the sum of the
repeated index are assumed. Then, the mean-field Hamil-
3tonian of HJ can be obtained, that reads
HJMF =
∑
ij
−
3
8
Jij [(χjif
†
iαfjα + ζijf
†
iαf
†
jβǫαβ +H.C.)
− |χij |
2 − |ζij |
2] +
∑
i
λ′(f †iαfiα − 1),
(6)
where λ′ is the Lagrangian multiplier used to satisfy the
Hilbert space constraints. The terms |χij |
2 and |ζij |
2 give
us constants after the sum of sites. These constants will
only play role when one tries to determine the mean-field
parameters self-consistently. Here, in order to demon-
strate the concept of spinon Majorana fermions and to
be as general as possible, it is sufficient to treat the above
Hamiltonian as a phenomenological model. Hence, we
can safely neglect the constants |χij |
2 and |ζij |
2. Intro-
ducing a two-component spinor φi = [fi↑, f
†
i↓]
T and the
matrix
Uij =
(
χ†ij ζij
ζ†ij −χij
)
, (7)
the mean-field Hamiltonian can be further written into
HJMF =
∑
ij
−
3
8
Jij(φ
†
iUijφj +H.c.) +
∑
i
λ′φ†i τ
3φi. (8)
In order to search for the quantum spin liquid ground
state, Wen and the collaborators introduced the pro-
jected symmetry group (PSG)11. Using this method, the
first stable quantum spin liquid state is extracted from
HJMF in a square lattice (with the nearest neighbour in-
teraction J and the second nearest neighbour interaction
J ′), termed as the T-P symmetric Z2 mean-field ansatz
28.
Due to the simplicity of this ansatz, we use it as an ex-
ample to derive the low-energy effective model (for other
mean-field ansatz, similar low-energy effective model can
be obtained). The T-P symmetric Z2 mean-field ansatz
reads,
Ui,i+xˆ = Ui,i+yˆ = −χτ
3, (9)
Ui,i+xˆ+yˆ = ζτ
1 + λτ2, (10)
Ui,i−xˆ+yˆ = ζτ
1 − λτ2. (11)
which is invariant under the translation, parity and time-
reversal transformation, together with the corresponding
gauge transformations. After inserting this mean-field
ansatz into HMFJ and then making Fourier transforma-
tion to the momentum space, we arrive at
HJMF = −
3
8
∑
k
φ†
k
(Uk + λ
′τ3)φk, (12)
where
U(k) = −2Jχτ3 cos kx − 2Jχτ
3 cos ky
+ 2J ′(ζτ1 + λτ2) cos(kx + ky)
+ 2J ′(ζτ1 − λτ2) cos(−kx + ky).
(13)
After some algebra, the total Hamiltonian can be simpli-
fied into
HJMF =
∑
k
φ†
k
(
ǫk ∆k
∆⋆
k
−ǫk
)
φk, (14)
where ǫk and ∆k are
ǫk =
3
4
Jχ(cos kx + cos ky) + λ
′,
∆k = −
3
4
J ′ζ[cos(kx + ky) + cos(−kx + ky)]
+i
3
4
J ′λ[cos(kx + ky)− cos(−kx + ky)].
Writing in terms of spinons, the Hamiltonian is reduced
to the following continuum model of the Z2 state in the
long wave regime,
HZ2 =
∑
k
[µf †
kσ(z1)fkσ(z1) +∆f
†
k↑(z1)f
†
−k,↓(z1) +H.C.,
(15)
where µ = 3Jχ/2 + λ′ and ∆ = −3J ′ζ/2, and the mo-
mentum cutoff Λ is assumed. f †
kσ, fkσ are the creation
and annihilation operators of the spinons with spin σ.
We have recovered the layer notation z2 for clarity. In
the following, µ, ∆ are treated as phenomenological pa-
rameters, in order to be as general as possible.
Eq.(15) describes spinons with a flat band and a spinon
gap ∆. This Hamiltonian is not oversimplified but cap-
tures all the essential physics in the low temperature
regime. The dispersion of the QSL is negligible in the
low-energy window since it is dominated by the linear
energy spectrum of the TI electrons. As will be demon-
strated later, even though being non-dispersive in the
long wavelength limit, the QSL still plays a nontrivial
role due to the spinon gap ∆. In this sense, our following
analysis does not rely on any short wavelength details of
the Z2 spin liquid, so that even a different Z2 mean-field
ansatz is discussed, our following calculation and result
would not be qualitatively altered. Therefore, it is suf-
ficient to study Eq.(15), as a typical effective mean-field
Hamiltonian of the Z2 state.
Last, we should take into account the possible inter-
action between the electrons and the spinons in the two
layers. Since spinons are chargeless, the Coulomb in-
teraction is absent. The only possible interaction is the
s-d coupling32 Hc = g
∑
r
Sc(r, z1) · S(r, z2), where the
Sc(r, z1) and S(r, z2) are the spin density operators of
the electrons and the spinons, respectively. r denotes
the 2D real space coordinate parallel to the TI sur-
face and the QSL layer. Using the Schwinger fermion
representation11, we arrive at the following s-d interac-
tion,
Hc = g
∑
r
c†α(r, z2)cβ(r, z2)f
†
β(r, z1)fα(r, z1). (16)
where the Hilbert space constriction condition has been
used. This interaction between electrons and spinons are
4quite different from the usual Hubbard-like Coulomb in-
teraction between electrons. It includes the intra-layer
spin-flip process which is absent in the latter.
Eqs.(1),(15) and (16) constitute the model we are go-
ing to investigate. Ref.4 studies a similar setup where the
TI surface is in proximity to a SC, and the pairing or-
der is phenomenologically introduced into the TI surface.
In comparison, our model contains two different types of
basic excitations, which interact through the local s-d
coupling Hc. To the best of our knowledge, the present
model so far has not been studied in the literatures. Also,
the effect of the s-d coupling Hc between electrons and
spinons needs to be carefully addressed. Moreover, in-
stead of investigating the renormalization effect of the TI
surface due to the QSL, it is more interesting to go the
opposite way, i.e., studying how the TI surface would af-
fect the QSL layer, since the topological nontrivial states
based on the spinons are barely discussed.
III. TOPOLOGICAL PROXIMITY EFFECT
A. Renormalization group theory of the leading
instability
To study the effect of the interaction Eq.(16), we first
perform a perturbative renormalization group analysis to
find out the most relevant order preferred in the coupling
system. Then, a self-consistent mean-field study on this
specific order can be made.
Both Eq.(1) and Eq.(15) are effective continuum mod-
els, where a momentum cutoff Λ is implicit. As what
RG does, one can decrease Λ step by step to obtain
the effective action with renormalized parameters for the
coarse-grained model, integrating out the degree of free-
dom with the larger momentum33. Without interaction
g, the model consists of H0 = HTI +HZ2 . H0 describes
a noninteracting fixed point. Resorting to the functional
integral representation, the action S0 of this fixed point
reads as
S0 =
∫
dτ
∑
k
vF ck(∂τ + σ · k)ck
+
∫
dτ
∑
k
fk(∂τ + µτ
3 +∆τ+ +∆⋆τ−)fk,
(17)
with ck = [ck,↑, ck,↓]
T and fk = [fk,↑, f
†
−k,↓]
T being the
Grassmann fields of electrons and spinons. τ is the Pauli
matrix denoting the Nambu space and τ± = τ1± iτ2. In
the following, we omit the layer notations for the purpose
of brevity. From S0, the zeroth order Green’s function of
TI electrons and the spinons can be read off as,
Gˆc(iωn,k) = 1/[iωn − σ · k], (18)
Gˆf (iωn,k) = 1/[iωn − µτ
3 −∆τ+ −∆⋆τ−]. (19)
Now we turn on g. The action for this coupling reads
FIG. 1: (color online) (a) The Feynman diagram for the inter-
action between spinons and electrons. (b) The leading order
renormalization of the interaction vertex.
as,
SI = g
∫
dτ
∑
k1,k2,k3
× cα(k1, τ)cβ(k3, τ)fβ(k2, τ)fα(k1 + k2 − k3, τ),
(20)
which can be represented by the Feynman diagram in
Fig.1(a), where the solid lines and the dashed lines de-
note the propagators of the electrons and the spinons,
respectively.
Now we consider the renormalization of this interaction
term. The lowest renormalization of g comes from one-
loop order, as is shown in Fig.1(b). Here, only the fast
mode is integrated in the loop momentum. To calculate
the integral in Fig.1(b), we would encounter the the fol-
lowing term,
∑
α,β〈G
c
α,β(k)G
f
α,β(k)〉, where α, β are the
spin notations (the momentum in the external legs are set
to zero, which are irrelevant in RG sense33). The bracket
〈...〉 denotes the integration (sum) of the frequency ωn
and the fast mode momentum. Since the Green’s func-
tion of the spinons is diagonal in the spin space, therefore
we only need to calculate
∑
α〈G
c
α,α(k)G
f
α,α(k)〉. After in-
serting Gˆc and Gˆf , and completing the integral, we arrive
at
〈Gc11G
f
11〉 = 〈G
c
22G
f
22〉 = −
1
4πv2F
Λ2√
∆2 + µ2 + Λ
dl,
(21)
where dl = dΛ/Λ is the RG flowing parameter. There-
fore, from the one-loop order renormalization, we know
that g is dressed to
g˜ = g +
1
2πv2F
Λ2√
∆2 + µ2 + Λ
g2dl. (22)
Now the renormalized total Hamiltonian can be written
as
Hr = vF
∫
d2kc†kσ · kck
+
∫
d2k(µf †kfk +∆f
†
kf
†
−k +∆
⋆f−kfk)
+ g˜
∫
d2k1d
2k2d
2k3
× c†α(k1)cβ(k3)f
†
β(k2)fα(k1 + k2− k3).
(23)
5In the perturbative RG method, we still need to rescale
the momentum and the fields back to the original scale33.
This is achieved by setting k′ = bk, and c′ = y−11 c, f
′ =
y−12 f , with b = e
dl. The S0 fixed point is required to
remain intact after scaling, which leads to y1 = b
3/2 and
y2 = b. Then, the final dressed coupling strength g be-
comes,
g′ = b−1g˜ = g − gdl +
1
2πv2F
Λ2√
∆2 + µ2 + Λ
g2dl, (24)
so that the RG flow of g is obtained as
dg
dl
= −g +
1
2πv2F
Λ2
Λ +
√
∆2 + µ2
g2. (25)
Two conclusions can be drawn from this flow equation.
Firstly, the first term suppresses the growth of g, which
is due to the linear dispersion of the Dirac electrons. Sec-
ondly, the second term is proportional to g2, indicating
a tendency for the divergence of g. Taking into account
both the first term and the second term, we know that
when the bare value of g is large enough, the second term
would dominate, so that the interaction will be renor-
malized to stronger and stronger value, suggesting an
instability. This will be verified by the following mean-
field study, where we find that when g is larger than the
threshold gc, the system will develop the holon conden-
sation order.
Since we have obtained the RG flow of g, one can fur-
ther check which mean-field channel will be the mostly
favored one34,35. To do so, we introduce the possible
“mean-field vertices” describing the mean-field orders.
For example, we compare the following three orders, i.e.,
the holon condensation, the induced magnetic ordering
(MO) in TI and the MO in QSL,
holon condensation : η1
∑
k
fk,αc
†
k,α, (26)
MO in TI : η2
∑
k
c†
k,ασ
i
αβck,β, (27)
MO in QSL : η3
∑
k
f †
k,ασ
i
αβfk,β, (28)
These terms can be represented by two-leg vertices, as
shown in Fig.2(a), Fig.2(b), Fig.2(c), respectively.
Now we calculate the flow of the order parameter ηi
(i = 1, 2, 3) to one-loop order. The renormalization of η1
is described by the above Fig.2(d). However, to one-loop
order, η2 and η3 are not renormalized. Hence, compared
to holon condensation order, the instability of MO can
be neglected in the framework of perturbative RG. After
calculating the integral in the Feynmann diagram, the
corresponding susceptibility34 Γ1 of the holon conden-
sation order can be obtained, whose flow with the RG
parameter is shown in Fig.3. From the above suscepti-
bility shown in Fig.3, we know that a divergence of η1
would occur with the decreasing of the energy scale.
1
h
i
sh
2
i
sh
3
1
h
FIG. 2: (color online) (a), (b), (c) are the Feynman diagrams
for the three introduced vertices. (d) the leading order renor-
malization of the holon condensation.
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FIG. 3: (color online) The susceptibility of the holon con-
densation order versus the RG flow parameter. ∆Γ1 =
Γ1(l)−Γ1(0). The parameters chosen are g = 0.158, µ = 0.135
and ∆ = 0.04 (in unit of the energy cutoff).
Through the above analysis, it is shown that the holon
condensation channel is the most likely instability in
our model. Based on this conclusion, a self-consistent
mean-field investigation can be performed. Before pro-
ceeding, it is beneficial to discuss the physical meaning
of the order in Eq.(26). Explicitly writing out η1, we
have η1 =
∑
α〈cα(r, z2)f
†
α(r, z1)〉. Obviously, Eq.(26) be-
comes an effective hopping term between an electron and
a spinon in different layers. It describes the microscopic
process where an electron is annihilated, a spinon is cre-
ated, while at the same time a η1 field is created, and
vice versa. η1 is the condensation of a spinon and a hole
with the same spin, hence, it carries a net unit charge
but no spin, physically equivalent to a holon. So, when
an TI electron is hopping to a spinon in the QSL layer,
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FIG. 4: (color online) (a) The self-consistent solution for the
mean-field KH order parameter. (b) The condensation energy
of the total TI and QSL system. The parameters chosen are
∆ = 0.4, and µ = 0. For other values of ∆ and µ, quali-
tatively the same results are obtained, only with gc shifted
accordingly. vFΛ is set as the unit.
a holon is created which remains in TI surface, and vice
versa.
B. Mean-field theory
Based on the RG analysis, we decouple the s-
d interaction in the holon condensation channel.
After making the Hubbard-Stratonovich transforma-
tion of Hc, in the momentum space, we arrive at
Hc = −g
∑
k
[η1fkα(z1)c
†
kα(z2) + η
⋆
1ckβ(z2)f
†
kβ(z1)] +
g|η1|
2, where k is the 2D momentum. Then,
the mean-field Hamiltonian of the total system can
be obtained. In the eight-dimensional hybridized
basis Ψk = [Ck(z2),Fk(z1)]
T , with Fk(z1) =
[fk↑(z1), fk↓(z1), f
†
−k↓(z1),−f
†
−k↑(z1)]
T and Ck(z2) =
[ck↑(z2), ck↓(z2), c
†
−k↓(z2),−c
†
−k↑(z2)]
T , it reads
HMF =
∑
k
Ψ†
k
[(
s3 − s0
2
)(µτ3 +∆τ1) + s+tˆ† + s−tˆ
+ (
s3 + s0
2
)vF τ
3
σ · k]Ψk + g|η1|
2A,
(29)
where s is the Pauli matrix denoting the “fermion-
spinon” pseudo spin and τ is the one representing the
Nambu space. A is the area of the interface, and tˆ =
[(τ3+1)gη1+(τ
3−1)gη⋆1 ]/2 is the hopping matrix between
the upper and lower layers. η1 can be self-consistently de-
termined by minimizing the ground state energy ofHMF .
The results are shown in Fig.4(a). We found that with
increasing g, η1 undergoes a jump at a threshold value
gc. For g < gc, η1 = 0, which indicates that the small
s-d coupling is irrelevant. This is due to the vanishing
density of states of the Dirac cone. For g > gc, η1 6= 0,
so that the holon condensation order is formed, i.e. the
lower layer electron and the upper layer spinons hybridize
with each other. The above mean-field calculation is in
agreement with the RG analysis, where it is found that
the small bare value of g is irrelevant while a divergence
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FIG. 5: (color online) (a), (b) are the calculated energy spec-
trum along kx (ky = 0) for g = 0 and gη1 = 0.3, respectively.
The other parameters chosen are µ = 0, ∆ = 0.4. For other
values of parameters, qualitatively the same results are ob-
tained.
would occur with g increased. To check whether this hy-
bridized state is stable or not, we further calculate the
condensation energy of the whole system. It is found
in Fig.4(b) that, for g < gc the condensation energy re-
mains at zero while it starts to decrease for g > gc. The
negative condensation energy justify the stability of the
holon condensation order.
Now let us shift our attention to the band structure
and the spin textures of the hybridized system. The
energy spectrum can be numerically obtained by diag-
onalizing HMF . The result for g = 0 and gη1 = 0.3 is
shown in Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(b), respectively. As shown
in Fig.5(a), the TI Dirac cone and the QSL bands are
completely decoupled with each other, while in Fig.5(b),
the formation of the holon condensation order leads to
four dispersive bands. Since only the long wave excita-
tion dominates in the low-energy window, we focus on
the dispersion around the Γ point. Several conclusions
are listed as following. First, we calculate the wave func-
tion distribution corresponding to the bands in the green
shaded region in Fig.5(b). As shown in Fig.6(a), it is
known that the lower (brown) bands in the shaded re-
gion mainly come from the TI surface, while the excita-
tion in the higher (blue) bands primarily originates from
the QSL layer. Second, it is found that a gap is opened in
the gapless TI Dirac cone. Last, we evaluated the expec-
tation values of the spin operator of the spinons in the
QSL layer. As is displayed in Fig.7(a), the spin of the
spinons in the QSL layer is found to be locked to the mo-
mentum after the holon condensation order is formed (see
also the schematic plot of the spin texture in Fig7.(b)).
This spin texture is similar to that in the Dirac cone of
the TI surface, and it breaks the spin rotation symmetry
in the Z2 spin liquid. Since the U(1) gauge symmetry is
broken in the Z2 spin liquid, we arrive at a state where
the U(1) symmetry and the spin rotation symmetry are
simultaneously broken, which perfectly satisfy the con-
dition to realize the Majorana fermions, if the TRS is
further locally broken by a defect or domain wall.
Before proceeding, it is beneficial to discuss more about
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FIG. 6: (color online) The calculated contribution weight of
QSL spinon and the TI electron to different bands. (a) The
wave function weight corresponding to the lower brown bands
in the green shaded region of Fig.5(b). (b) The wave function
weight corresponding to the upper blue bands in the green
shaded region of Fig.5(b).
spinon dispersion
(a) (b)
FIG. 7: (color online) (a) The calculated spin expectation
values 〈σx〉 and 〈σy〉 associated to the blue bands in the green
shaded region of Fig.5(b). The values are calculated along
a circle around Γ point. We use the polar coordinate with
the radius k = 0.1 and the polar angle θ is the x axis. (b)
The schematic plot of the spin texture induced in the spinon
dispersion.
the role of the holon condensation order η1 in terms of
the spontaneous symmetry breaking. Before the mean-
field order develops nonzero value, we can check thatHTI
breaks the spin rotation while preserves the U(1) gauge
symmetry of the electron fields, and the HZ2 violates
the U(1) gauge symmetry but respects the spin rotation
symmetry of the spinon fields. After the mean-field order
sets in, the system goes through a phase transition and
a term occurs in the mean-field Hamiltonian as Hc =
−g
∑
k
[η1fkα(z1)c
†
kα(z2) + η
⋆
1ckβ(z2)f
†
kβ(z1)] + g|η1|
2, .
This term is a result of the spontaneous symmetry break-
ing as one can find that it further breaks the U(1) gauge
symmetry of the electron fields and also the spin rotation
symmetry of the spinon fields. Hence, the two symme-
tries are now both violated in the whole system due to
the nonzero order parameter η1, resulting in a satisfac-
tory platform to generate Majorana excitations.
C. Effective Hamiltonian for the dressed state
The above numerical results indicate that the spinon
seems to inherit the spin-momentum locking from the TI
surface. To account for such numerical observation, we
now shift our attention to analytically derive an effective
Hamiltonian of the spinons near k = 0. In order to do so,
we use the functional path integral method and integrate
out the renormalized TI electrons (with a gap opened
up). Moreover, we numerically verified that all the results
are qualitatively the same for both µ = 0 and µ 6= 0.
Hence, we analytically derive the µ = 0 case, for the
purpose of brevity.
From the mean-field Hamiltonian of the total sys-
tem Eq.(29), we can obtain the functional represen-
tation in terms of the following basis, Fk(z1) =
[fk↑(z1), fk↓(z1), f
†
−k↓(z1),−f
†
−k↑(z1)]
T and Ck(z2) =
[ck↑(z2), ck↓(z2), c
†
−k↓(z2),−c
†
−k↑(z2)]
T . For the purpose
of brevity, we neglect the notation z1 and z2 in the fol-
lowing. The imaginary-time action of the total system
then reads,
S =
∑
k
∫
dτCk(∂τ + vF τ
3
σ · k)Ck
+
∑
k
∫
dτFk(∂τ +∆τ
1)σ0Fk
+
∑
k
∫
dτ [Cktˆ
†Fk + FktˆCk].
(30)
First, we consider the renormalization effect of the TI
electrons due to the QSL spinons by integrating out the
QSL spinons. From the last two lines in Eq.(30), an
effective free energy correction can be obtained after in-
tegrating out the Grassmann fields Fk and Fk, which
reads as,
∆F = g2|η1|
2T
×
∑
k
Ck[
∑
n
iωn −∆e
−i2ατ+ −∆ei2ατ−
(iωn)2 − (∆2 + µ2)
]Ck
(31)
where α is the phase of η1. Completing the sum of the
Matsubara frequency, and taking the zero temperature
limit, the above free energy is obtained as
∆F =
1
2
g2|η1|
2
∑
k
Ck[e
−i2ατ+ + ei2ατ−]Ck
+
1
2
g2|η1|
2
∑
k
CkCk.
(32)
The second term can be neglected. This is because, af-
ter expanding in terms of the components, it leads to
the sums of ck↑ck↑ + ck↑ck↑, and ck↓ck↓ + ck↓ck↓, which,
due to the anticommutative algebra of the Grassmann
fields, vanish. Now, taking into account the above free
energy correction due to the QSL spinon, we arrive at
8the renormalized Hamiltonian of the TI electrons,
HrTI =
∑
k
C†
k
[vF τ
3
σ ·k+
1
2
g2|η1|
2(e−i2ατ++ei2ατ−)]Ck.
(33)
The second term of the above Hamiltonian brings a gap
to the original gapless Dirac cone in the TI surface. This
accounts for the observation of a gap in the renormalized
TI dispersion around Γ point. From Eq.(33), it is known
that the τ+ and τ− term breaks the U(1) symmetry of
the TI electrons. Moreover, the spin rotation symmetry
is broken by the first term. Hence, as has been proved
by Ref.3,4, Majorana fermions can be generated at point
defect or domain wall, where the TRS is broken. The
Majorana fermions observed in the TI side can be for-
mally regarded as the superposition of electron and hole
states in the TI surface, which are not our main focus in
this work. In the following, we are going to show that
MFs can also be generated in the QSL side, which are su-
perposition of spinon and anti-spinon states in the QSL
layer.
As the second step, we now consider the self-energy
correction of the QSL spinons due to the TI electrons.
Since the renormalized TI electrons will in turn renor-
malize the QSL spinons through the effective hopping
process, one need to integrate out the Grassmann fields
Ck and Ck in the following action in order to obtain a
free energy correction.
Sr =
∑
k
∫
dτCk[∂τ +
1
2
g2|η1|
2(e−i2ατ+ + ei2ατ−)
+ vF τ
3
σ · k]Ck +
∑
k
∫
dτ [Cktˆ
†Fk + FktˆCk].
(34)
Integrating out electron fields, we arrive at the free en-
ergy correction as
∆F ′ = g2|η1|
2T
∑
k
Fk[
∑
n
iωn + vF τ
3
σ · k+ |∆e|τ
1
(iωn)2 − (|∆e|2 + v2F k
2)
]Fk,
(35)
where |∆e| =
1
2
g2|η1|
2. After completing the sum of the
Matsubara frequency, and taking the zero temperature
limit, the above free energy is obtained as
∆F ′ = −
1
2
g2|η1|
2
∑
k
Fk
vF τ
3
σ · k+ |∆e|τ
1√
|∆e|2 + v2F k
2
Fk
+
1
2
g2|η1|
2
∑
k
FkFk,
(36)
where the second term is again neglected due to the
Grassmann algebra (after expansion). For g = 0, ∆F ′ =
0 so that all the above renormalization effect vanish, ac-
counting for the decoupled case in Fig.5(a). For g 6= 0
and η1 6= 0, we can already find from the above equa-
tion a Rashba-like term. This term is due to the fact
that TI electrons renormalize the QSL spinons. Since all
the most relevant excitations reside around the Γ point,
we can write down the free energy correction in the long
wave approximation,
∆F ′ =
∑
k
Fk[vF τ
3
σ · k+
1
2
g2|η1|
2τ1]Fk. (37)
Finally, taking into account the above correction, the
renormalized spinons in the QSL is described by the ef-
fective Hamiltonian,
Heff =
∑
k
F†
k
[vF τ
3
σ · k+ (∆+
1
2
g2|η1|
2)τ1]Fk. (38)
The above effective Hamiltonian shows that there exists
a topological proximity effect between the TI surface and
the QSL layer. Besides, it is worth noting that, for g = 0
or η1 = 0 the first term in Eq.(38) is actually zero, since
the free energy correction Eq.(36) is zero. This is not
reflected in Eq.(38), because the long wave approxima-
tion does not hold for g = 0. Hence, Eq.(38), as a result
in the long-wave limit, is only correct for the hybridized
phase where g and η1 are nonzero.
Several conclusions can be drawn from Eq.(38). First,
the original spinon gap is found to be renormalized by
the amount g2|η1|
2/2. Second, the first term in Eq.(38),
as the self-energy correction due to the nearby TI sur-
face, describes a Dirac cone term in the spinon disper-
sion. This Rashba-like term clearly shows the emergence
of the TPE, i.e., the spin-momentum locked Dirac cone
of the TI surface is passed on to the QSL layer, and
accounts for the extracted spin texture of the spinons
in Fig.7. Interestingly, a similar effect has been experi-
mentally observed in the junction between a topological
insulator TlBiSe2 and a metal Bi layer
36. This observa-
tion of TPE makes our proposal feasible and timely in
experiment.
IV. SPINON MAJORANA FERMION AND ITS
SPIN TRANSPORT
From Eq.(38), the spin texture and the spin-
momentum locking are introduced to the spinons in QSL
due to TPE. This is nontrivial in the sense that it breaks
spin rotation symmetry in a Z2 state where U(1) symme-
try is absent, so that Eq.(38) serves as a satisfactory plat-
form to generate Majorana excitations. As a straigtfor-
ward generalization of Ref.3,4, one can prove from Eq.(38)
that a chiral Majorana mode (CMM) will take place if a
boundary is considered, outside which there is an Zeeman
field. The Zeeman boundary locally breaks the TRS in
the hybridized state, where both the U(1) and the spin
rotation symmetry are simultaneously violated. Hence,
all the symmetry requirement of the Majorana fermions
are satisfied. In this work, we mainly discuss the CMM
along the Zeeman boundary, as a realization of the gap-
less chiral SMFs.
9To understand the excitations in the CMM, we now
discuss the Majorana bound state by formally assuming
a vortex core in the spinon pairing order parameter, i.e.,
∆ = ∆0e
iφ. After solving the zero energy BdG equation
H(r)ψ(r) = 0 related to Eq.(38), we arrive at the bound
state solution
ψ1(r, φ) = Ae
−∆′r/vF γ1 (39)
ψ2(r, φ) = −Ae
iφe−∆
′r/vF γ2, (40)
with A being the normalization factor, ∆′ = ∆ +
g2|η1|
2/2, and γ1 = (0, i, 1, 0)
T , γ2 = (1, 0, 0,−i)
T .
Through a U(1) phase transformation, one can obtain
the γ operators in the second quantized form, i.e.,
γ1,2 = cf
†
↓,↑ + c
⋆f↓,↑, (41)
where c is an arbitrary coefficient. It is obvious that
γ†1,2 = γ1,2. Therefore, this bound state is a Majorana
excitation. Besides, different from the conventional real-
ization of the MF in SC systems, Eq.(41) shows that the
MF predicted here is the equal-weight combination of a
spinon and an anti-spinon, rather than an electron and a
hole. Hence, we term this Majorana fermion as the SMF.
Being a self-conjugate quasi-particle, SMF enjoys sim-
ilar physical properties with the conventional MF. How-
ever, since SMFs are populated in the charge insulating
QSL state and are composite states of spinons and anti-
spinons, they can play important role in the transport
of spinons, leading to unusual spin transport. As shown
in Fig.8(a), we consider the junction between 1D quan-
tum magnet material (such as the 1D LiCuSbO4
37) and
the chiral spinon Majorana mode (CSMM). In Fig.8(a),
a round QSL region is placed in proximity to the TI sub-
strate, outside which there is a Zeeman field. Around
the boundary, the CSMM will emerge3. It is connected
to the left and right 1D LiCuSbO4, which are well sep-
arated from the TI surface, so that the effect of the TI
surface can be neglected in the transport process. The
1D quantum magnets are further coupled to the left and
right metal leads and each lead couples to two ferromag-
netic electrodes. A current source is used between the
two left FM electrodes, which can create a spin-resolved
chemical potential32 να,σ, with α = L,R and σ =↑, ↓ in
the 1D LiCuSbO4.
The Hamiltonian contains three parts, H = H0+Hγ+
HT , where H0, Hγ and HT are the Hamiltonians of the
one-dimensional quantum magnets, the CSMM, and the
coupling between them at the left and right contacting
point r0 (a) and r1 (b), respectively.
H0 =
∑
α,k,σ
(ξk − να,σ)f
†
αkσfαkσ , (42)
Hγ = iv
∫ l
0
drγ(r)∂rγ(r), (43)
HT = t
∑
σ
[f †Lσ(r0)γ(a) + f
†
Rσ(r1)γ(b)] +H.C..(44)
(a)
(b)
FIG. 8: (color online) (a) The schematic plot of the junction
setup between 1D quantum magnets and the chiral spinon
Majorana mode. (b) The spin conductance dIS/d∆ν versus
the chemical potential difference ∆ν. dIS/d∆ν is in unit of
~/2 and ∆ν is in unit of pi~v/l.
The spin current IS can be calculated as IS = − <
dSzL,tot/dt >, where S
z
L,tot = (1/2)
∑
k
[f †L↑(k)fL↑(k) −
f †L↓(k)fL↓(k)] is the total spin in the left lead. Then the
Heisenberg motion of equation leads to
IS =
t
2
Re[G<L↑(r0, 0; a, 0)−G
<
L↓(r0, 0; a, 0)], (45)
where G<L↑,↓(x1, t1;x2, t2) = i < f
†
L↑,↓(x1, t1)γ(x2, t2) >
is the lesser Green’s function. In order to obtain
G<L↑,↓(x1, t1;x2, t2), we resort to the non-equilibrium
Green’s function method by extending the real time t to
contour time τ . Using the Keldysh equation and the ana-
lytic theorem38, one is able to express G<L↑,↓(x1, t1;x2, t2)
by the Green’s function of the quantum magnets and the
Majorana mode, which finally gives us the spin conduc-
tance through the CSMM.
Fig.8(b) shows the spin conductance versus the chem-
ical potential difference between the left and right 1D
LiCuSbO4, ∆ν, where it is found that, similar to the
charge conductance through the CMM39, the CSMM
generates periodical spin conductance peaks. In each
complete period, two opposite peaks are obtained (the
distance between the two peaks depends on the value of
νL↑ − νL↓), which can serve as a clear experiment signa-
ture of the SMF. Finally, the spin conductance can be
detected by the voltmeter that is connected to the right
two ferromagnetic electrodes32,40.
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V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Further discussion is in what follows. First, immediate
generalization can be made to show that the TPE would
also occur in the interface between the TI and a normal
metal. Hence, the TPE predicted here is not an exclu-
sive effect between TI and QSL but is quite universal.
Second, an advantage of our proposal is that we do not
require high purity of the underlying compound. The
Dirac electrons in the TI surface are known to be free
from backscattering and immune to non-magnetic disor-
der. Besides, using the analogy of the disorder in SC case
and recalling the Anderson theorem41, one can expect the
Z2 spin liquid would show robustness to disorder. Third,
an estimation of the spinon gap renormalization can be
made. For g = 0.2, the gap shift g2|η1|
2/2 is estimated
to be around 0.032meV. Taking into account the origi-
nal gap in possible Z2 spin liquid candidate
42, we expect
the in-gap physics can be observed below T = 1K. Last,
from Eq.(33), it is known that a gap is opened up in the
renormalized TI Dirac electrons, which is similar to the
topological superconductor scenario4. Hence, despite the
SMF in the QSL layer, MF can also be generated in the
TI surface.
To summarize, as an analogy of the MF in SC systems,
we theoretically put forward the concept of SMF in QSL.
The experimental setups to realize and detect the SMF
are proposed. A TPE is predicted, where we show that
the TI can induce a Rashba-like term into the nearby
material around Γ point. Therefore, when a QSL layer
is in proximity to TI, the induced spin-momentum lock-
ing generates a topologically-nontrivial state based on
spinons, where SMF emerges as the quasi-particle exci-
tation along the Zeeman boundary. As a demonstration
of the experimental detection, we show that the SMF
plays a major role in the transport of spinons, leading
to distinguished peaks in the spin conductance. Last,
since the SMF is realized in frustrated magnetic materi-
als rather than SCs, it may open a different route in the
field of the topological quantum computation2.
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